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Gordon Weekes’ story

1984 – Transport Sergeant – Canadian Forces Europe – Lahr, Germany

1986 – Cougar Crew Commander – Exercise Brave Lion – Norway

Picture of armoured vehicles being loaded into a roll-on, roll-off ship on their way to Norway in 2014 in a manner
like the loading in 1986
Picture provided by the Canadian Armed Forces

Authors’ note

The principal author of this text, aside from the individual recounting the story, was John Cochrane, a former
member of the unit.

This record of events was prepared in 2017, many years after they occurred. The author prepared this record
principally using information obtained during interviews with the individuals involved. Where possible, this
information was corroborated through interviews with others and a review of pictures and other available
information. The record presents the events as the individual involved remember them several years after they
occurred.
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Gordon Weekes’ story

From August 9th to September 28th, 1984, Sergeant Gordon Weekes was deployed with Canadian Forces

Europe in Lahr, Germany, for FALLEX (a large annual exercise that involved troops from all NATO

member countries), where he acted as the Transport Sergeant in the Command & Support (C&S)

Squadron of the Royal Canadian Dragoons (RCD).

In 1986, he was deployed to Norway on Exercise Brave Lion as a crew commander in a Cougar Squadron

of the 12e Régiment Blindé du Canada (12 RBC).

Background

Gordon joined the Royal Canadian Hussars (RCH) in 1977 at the age of 29, after meeting some Hussars at

a friend’s barbecue (BBQ) and hearing about the Regiment. Gordon had always been interested in the

military and had been a member of a cadet corps when attending secondary school in his country of

origin, Saint-Vincent and the Grenadines. To meet the enrollment criteria, he first had to become a

Canadian citizen and then get his high-school equivalency. He achieved this within several months and

was able to join his friends in the Regiment. He then attended the various rank and trade courses and

rose through the ranks to become a sergeant.

Gordon was enthusiastic about the military, and would regularly volunteer to attend or instruct different

courses and to participate in overseas mission. Prior to going to Germany, he attended a jump course at

CFB Edmonton. Since it was being conducted for more senior candidates it was referred to as the

¨Geritol course¨. Before participating in a live jump, each candidate had to, using proper form,

successfully jump three times off a jump tower. Not only did it take courage to overcome one’s natural

instincts by jumping off a perfectly safe structure, but the experience also resulted in much discomfort

when the harness caught the individual between the legs and lowered him slowly to the ground. For

some reason, the instructors kept asking Gordon to keep performing his jumps long after every one else

had succeeded. Each time, they asked for a minor adjustment. Finally, on about his twentieth jump, just

as a very sore and discouraged Gordon was starting to think about quitting, the course participants and

instructors, who were watching him from below, started singing “Happy Birthday”. This minor difficulty

in no way dampened Gordon’s enthusiasm for participating in military training. Consequently, when he

heard about the calls to participate in exercises in Germany and Norway, he submitted his name without

delay.

Move to Germany

Gordon remembers departing to Germany from the Ottawa International Airport with many other

soldiers who were all going to augment the Canadian Forces in Europe and participate in a big NATO

exercise, referred to as FALLEX. Among the crowd, he recognized Don Edwards, a former Hussar, who

had by then become a military policeman.

Integration into the RCD’s Command & Support squadron

Upon arrival at the Military base in Lahr, Germany, the new arrivals were given a welcome briefing and a

tour of the facilities, then they were taken to the barracks and told to report to their new units the next
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day. Gordon was asked to meet with the Squadron Commander and Squadron Sergeant-Major who told

him they were surprised to see that a Sergeant had arrived since they had asked to be augmented by

Master-corporals and below. Despite their surprise, they asked him to perform the job of Transport

Section Sergeant in the Command and Support Squadron. The Transport Section was already being

commanded by a regular force Master-Corporal who had been doing the job for nearly two years. The

latter graciously agreed to have Gordon lead the section for the period of the big exercise. Gordon,

however, was worried that the temporary change in leadership might be disruptive for the section. The

two of them worked out an arrangement whereby Gordon attended the orders groups, passed on the

orders, and directed some of the operations. The Master-Corporal acted as Gordon’s driver and Second-

in-command and continued many of his leadership functions.

The Transport Section was comprised of approximately twenty drivers and their 5-ton and 10-ton

general purpose cargo vehicles. It was generally tasked with picking up supplies at a rear logistical centre

and distributing them to the different sub-units of the Regiment. When on exercise, each driver was

assigned to a specific vehicle for the duration. While on base, drivers might get assigned to other

vehicles for a specific administrative task.

In the following weeks, the Transport Section drivers checked their vehicles and equipment and

prepared for the exercise. They practiced firing their weapons and tested their Nuclear, Biological and

Chemical Defense (NBCD) suits at the gas chamber. Each morning, the section held a parade, took

attendance, performed maintenance, conducted training and performed other administrative duties.

Gordon remembers having to go to the barracks one morning and wake up one of the drivers who had

slept in. This individual was taken to the Squadron Commander’s office and was charged with

absenteeism. During this period, Gordon was issued with his equipment and weapon. He also prepared

his bug-out kit, which had to be stored in a locker beside the vehicles. It contained everything a soldier

needed on exercise – uniform, coat, boots, air mattress, sleeping bag, food for two days, holster and

magazines and a card identifying which weapon was his. The weapons were kept in a vault, and would

be issued quickly to the soldiers in exchange for the cards.

Generally during this period, the section worked from 6:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. During the evenings, they

were free to participate in recreational activities or go into town to visit the local beer halls (Gasthofs).

Even if they were allowed to relax, the soldiers were warned that they were on call. They could be

mobilised at any moment, for instance if East Germany and other eastern-bloc countries decided to

invade West Germany. The first time a mobilisation drill was conducted, Gordon was at a local

discotheque and was very surprised. The DJ stopped the music and announced ¨Snowball, snowball¨. In

a matter of minutes, many patrons departed the hall, taking taxis and cars back to the base. The soldiers

went directly to the work areas, donned their uniforms, drew their weapons, and formed up their

vehicles and established radio contact ready to depart the base. After an inspection, the Commanding

Officer indicated that he was satisfied that the mobilisation was effective and stood the troops down.

Since, by that time, it was almost dawn, the troops were sent back to their barracks and given the day

off. During this drill, Gordon noted that the Master-Corporal had trained the section well, to the extent

that the section mobilised very effectively with almost no orders being given. Later a second drill was

conducted, but that time the Squadron moved off the base for a period of twenty-four hours.
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FALLEX deployment

The FALLEX started with a night mobilisation. Again, Gordon was in town at one of the drinking

establishments. This time, however, when he arrived at the base, all the lights had been turned out and

the military police had taken over control of the main gate. Since the taxis were not allowed in, the

soldiers had to disembark, present their identification cards and proceed on foot to the vehicle hangar.

As they walked to the vehicle hanger, Gordon saw several fighter jets take off from the airport and

several tanks pass by going to the ammunition point. He also saw the big spotlights from the anti-

aircraft battery sweep the sky around the airport. When Gordon arrived at the hanger, most of the

section was already in uniform, lining up the vehicles. When he drew his weapon from the vault, he was

surprised to also receive several boxes of live ammunition for his pistol. Just as the Master-Corporal

headed out to get some last-minute supplies, Gordon was called to attend an orders group at Squadron

Headquarters. At the orders group, Gordon learned that the exercise scenario was that the East German

Forces had crossed the border and were aiming to seize all of West Germany within two days. The RCD’s

and attached units were going to intercept them in their area of responsibility and delay or hold them

until reinforcements could arrive. C&S Squadron and the Transport Section were to follow the fighting

squadrons and resupply them when necessary. After receiving his orders, Gordon returned to the

section, briefed its members and had them stand by for a move. Shortly thereafter, the section joined a

convoy and moved to a tactical hide in the hills off-base. From that point on, the Section moved from

hide to hide, in between moves to leaguers to resupply the squadrons. A leaguer is a rectangular-shaped

formation where the armoured vehicles would set up an all-round defense, each crew covering off an arc

of responsibility. The echelon vehicles, including the Transport Section, would move into the centre of

the leaguer and transfer their supplies to the squadron, exchange broken pieces of equipment and

weapons, and pick up garbage. All this was done quickly, as a significant concentration of vehicles

provided an interesting target for the enemy. Once the echelons visited one squadron, they would move

off to resupply one or both of the other squadrons. Timings were important if all units were going to be

resupplied.

When not performing resupply operations, the Transport Section established itself in hides within the

forest. A hide is a location that provides cover for the troops, that is accessible to the vehicles and that

can be defended if necessary. Vehicles would back into the forest at intervals big enough to avoid two

vehicles being destroyed by a single bomb. When a suitable forest was not available, the transport

section would set up its hide in or alongside a group of buildings. Once in place, the crews would then

camouflage the vehicles and their tracks to make their presence harder to detect. Crews would then

dismount, perform maintenance on their vehicles, weapons and equipment and attend to their personal

needs (sleep, feeding, hygiene, etc.). Gordon was very surprised to see how accepting the local

population was of the presence of the soldiers on civilian land.

One of the tasks assigned to C&S Squadron was the collecting of damage claims from the civilian

population. On several occasions, Gordon was dispatched by Squadron Headquarters to record several

claims. One of these claims was filed by a farmer, whose cornfield was crossed by a tank. Another one

was filed by a homeowner in a small village, where the gun on a passing tank had hit and destroyed the

second story wall of the house, opening it to the outside. A third claim was filed by the owner of an
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apple tree that had been denuded of its apples when hit by the gun of a passing tank. When performing

this duty, Gordon met with each claimant, recorded the details of the claim, took the necessary pictures

and submitted them with his report to headquarters.

On one or more occasions, the exercise directing staff simulated a gas attack. This was often done by

sending an intelligence report stating that enemy soldiers had been seen putting on their gas masks in an

area not very far away. When the alarm was sounded, the troops had to don their NBCD suits. The suit

included an impermeable set of charcoal-lined coveralls, a pair of green rubber boots, a pair of

rubberized gloves and a gas mask. Once the gas mask was on, the hood of the coveralls was raised over

one’s head and tightened to seal around the face. Gordon remembers that this suit was very

uncomfortable and very hot, even in the cool autumn. He remembers trying to sleep with it on one

night, only to awake feeling suffocated when, during the night, he leaned his head to one side and

blocked the air intake valve of the respirator.

One of the other duties of the Transport Section was to collect the garbage from the squadrons and take

it to one of the authorized garbage dumps in the area. This was usually done by a detail of two trucks.

On one of these details led by Gordon, the authorized dump location was in the red zone, which meant

that it was in the enemy territory. Gordon decided that taking care of the garbage was an administrative

task outside of the exercise, so the group proceeded to the dump. Some German soldiers, who were

acting as the enemy, disagreed, and tried to capture them, chasing them back into friendly territory.

When the end of exercise was called, Gordon reflected on his participation. He remembered the start of

the exercise and the feeling that it was the real thing. He realized how serious people had been and how

quickly the soldiers worked at the vulnerable supply points. He was very happy to have seen how

resupply operations are conducted in a very realistic scenario. He was happy to have moved off the base

and visited much of the surrounding countryside.

Before heading back to camp, the Regiment spent several days in a forest in the mountains. This allowed

its members to rest, review their performance, debrief and check their equipment. The atmosphere

during this time was very relaxed and the soldiers were provided transport to the local town to partake

in the Oktoberfest. Gordon remembers buying two beer mugs which he attempted to take home when

he left the establishment, only to be stopped by the bouncer. An argument ensued as, having paid for

the mugs, Gordon did not want to leave them behind. Some local police quickly arrived as did the

Canadian Military Police and those two groups started arguing between themselves. While this was

going on, Gordon slipped out unobserved and ran to board the trucks that were leaving instantaneously

for the camp. Unfortunately, he dropped and broke one mug as he was being pulled into the truck.

Winding down after the exercise

After the big exercise, the entire unit moved back onto the base and resumed its base routines.

The visiting soldiers were taken on a border tour aimed at familiarising them with the political and

tactical situation of West Germany. The tour was conducted by a sergeant from the American Cavalry

Division. The tour group was taken close to the border, where they were shown an East German guard

tower, the border fences, and no-man’s-land and a river in between. At the beginning of the tour, the
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guide instructed the soldiers that they were not to make any potentially unacceptable signals – they

should not point at, gesture to or even use binoculars to look at the East German Guards. The guide

then explained that many eastern Europeans attempted to escape across this area, but almost all were

apprehended by the border patrols. On occasion, when it looked like they might succeed, the East

Germans were apt to start shooting at them. Gordon remembers thinking that the situation was indeed

very serious.

Displays at the briefing centre about the border fortifications
Photo provided by Felix Martel

After cleaning and returning their stores, and attending several debriefing sessions, the individual

augmentees were assembled to start their return trip. Before leaving, however, they were taken to a

large hangar where the Military Police carried out a detailed search of each soldier’s luggage. Despite

the warnings they had received not to return with any contraband materials, one soldier was caught with

pornographic materials and another was caught with three switchblades in his luggage. The soldier with

the switchblades was questioned and stated that he had nothing else to declare. However, he was then

asked to submit to a body search and two additional switchblades were found in his boots.

Consequently, his trip home was suspended and he was moved to the camp jail awaiting charges.

Upon his return to Montreal, Gordon resumed his training with the unit, as a member of A Squadron at

the Cote-des-Neiges Armoury.

Preparations for EXERCISE BRAVE LION in Norway

In 1986, Gordon Weekes heard that the unit was looking for volunteers to augment the 12e Régiment

Blindé du Canada, and participate on EXERCISE BRAVE LION, a NATO-sponsored exercise to be held in

Norway. Having enjoyed his experience in Germany, Gordon immediately submitted his name.

On this exercise, the 5e Groupe-brigade mécanisé du Canada (5 GBMC), which was acting as the

Canadian Air-Sea Transportable Brigade (CAST), practiced reinforcing the Norwegian Armed Forces, in

Northern Norway. This reinforcement was a NATO task that had been given to Canada in 1986, after the

size of the Canadian Forces in West Germany had been reduced. The reinforcement was deemed

necessary because of the tactical importance of northern Norway during the Cold War. In the case of a
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war between NATO and the Soviet-Bloc countries, a large portion of the Russian Navy would have to

travel around Norway to enter the Atlantic Ocean. Norwegian air and sea bases would be critical to

stopping them, so they needed to be protected from a possible land-based attack. The Norwegian

Armed Forces needed help if this was to be done effectively. The task was assigned to the Canadian

Armed Forces who were familiar with winter operations. Canada continued in this role until around

1989, when the numerous political changes occurred, including the destruction of the Berlin Wall.

Map showing the Port of Narvik, where vehicles were unloaded, the Bardufoss Air Base – one of the key defensive
targets, and the general area where the exercise was conducted
Google map used in compliance with Google’s general terms of use

Gordon was the only member of the RCH that was employed on the exercise. When he arrived in

Valcartier, he was assigned to 1 Troop, A Squadron where he became the crew commander of a Cougar

(call sign 11B). Warrant Andy Royer, a person who Gordon knew, and who had previously served with

the Sherbrooke Hussars, was his troop warrant.

Gordon joined the troop and the preparatory training that had already started. In a Cougar troop, each

of the crew commanders is assigned specific responsibilities. Gordon was assigned responsibility for all

gunnery matters that needed to be managed within the troop. He had to make sure that the gunners

maintained and cleaned their main guns and machine guns, and that any specific problems were

reported and corrected before the mission.

The troop spent some time on the ranges and then packed their personal gear and prepared their

vehicles for the voyage. The troop members packed all their personal gear in two barracks boxes, and

then secured them with their crew equipment in their vehicles. They prepared their vehicles for a sea
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voyage by tying everything down and sealing all the openings. The vehicles were then driven to the port

of Quebec City and loaded one-by-one onto a roll-on roll-off sea-going ship. Once on the vessel, each

crew depressed the main gun so it lay on the front of the vehicle, and tied it down. The ship left several

weeks prior to the exercise, so the troops returned to the base to carry on with their training.

Operations in Northern Norway

Two weeks later, the Squadron embarked on a chartered flight that departed from the Quebec City

International Airport and landed at Bardufoss Airport, near Tromso in Northern Norway. Bardufoss

airport was a dual-use airport with a large military presence. Because of its strategic importance, a

squadron of Leopard tanks from the Norwegian Armed Forces was stationed there permanently.

Hercules aircraft unloads supplies at Bardufoss
airbase in support of Exercise Brave Lion
Photo from DND archives

Hercules aircraft takes off from Bardufoss airbase in support
of Exercise Brave Lion
Photo from DND archives

From the airport, the troops were transported to a bivouac where heated tents had already been set up.

From this bivouac, the troops went down to the port at Narvik, moved their vehicles off the ship, and

proceeded, over the next week, to prepare for an operation.

During the first few days, Gordon appreciated the beautiful mountainous scenery and the mild weather.

He remembers being very impressed at night by the Northern Lights – he had never seen anything like it

and was reluctant to leave it and go to bed. Then, the camp was hit by a two-day blizzard that hampered

movement and resulted in several road accidents. When one of the tent heaters was turned up too high,

it flared up, setting that tent on fire. From then on, it was cold until the end of the exercise.

The first planned activity was a live-fire exercise at the ranges. The ranges were rather primitive, just a

firing point facing a large mountain, without any targets. The troops fired both their personal weapons

and their vehicle weapons. During the range practice, a 76-mm round fell on Gordon’s hand, so he had

to be taken to the hospital to get his hand bandaged. On the way back to the ranges, the duty driver

asked for permission to stop at the local pizzeria. Since he could not participate in any more firing,
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Gordon agreed and the two stopped for lunch. In the pizzeria, Gordon was surprised to hear reggae

music coming from the basement, so he went downstairs to investigate. There he found a mulatto-

coloured DJ in dreadlocks practicing for his nightly routine. Gordon was astounded to find such a person

in Northern Norway. After a short discussion, he learned that the DJ was the child of a mixed marriage

between a Norwegian father and a Jamaican mother. The DJ informed Gordon that the local population

greatly appreciated reggae music. Having satisfied both his curiosity and his hunger, Gordon and his

driver headed back to the ranges.

While at the ranges, Gordon was able to see and meet some of his Norwegian counterparts. He noted

that there was a marked difference between the regular soldiers and the reserves. Although they wore

the same uniform, the reserve soldiers had much longer hair.

Once the tactical operations started, the squadron joined up with a company of infantry and started to

move from town to town. The troops moved tactically along the roads, with the infantry on foot on both

sides of the road. In the snow, the infantry progressed very slowly and rapidly became exhausted.

Several times, the Cougars crews invited the infantry to climb aboard and ferried them forward to the

next tactical feature. At many locations, moving tactically was difficult due to the hilly lay of the land.

For example, at certain locations, the road would travel along a narrow plateau between a fjord on one

side, and a cliff on the other.

Canadian Military vehicles in Norway
Photo taken from Canadian Forces website

Canadian soldiers in Norway
Photo taken from Canadian Forces website

On one occasion, the combat team, including a company of infantry and a squadron of Cougars, was

ordered to perform a night advance to a specific objective, which was on a high spot overlooking a town.

Along the road, the advance was blocked so the Combat Team Commander ordered the unit to take an

alternate route. It appeared to Gordon that the infantry either did not hear the order or did not

understand it, because they were not present when the Cougar Squadron arrived at the objective and

took up a position with their hatches down as ordered. Several hours later, Gordon remembers hearing

someone knocking on the hatch of his vehicle. It turned out it was the enemy force for the exercise,

members of a Norwegian infantry battalion that had surrounded his troop and were moving from vehicle

to vehicle to capture the crews. Without their Canadian infantry partners, the Cougar Troop was not
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able to set up an adequate local defense. The Norwegian unit seized all the troop’s maps and radio

codes, and the exercise directing staff declared the unit dead for a period of twenty-four hours.

Once the waiting period was over, and the troop had obtained replacement codes and maps, it rejoined

the exercise but was limited to setting up checkpoints and performing patrols on the flanks and rear

areas. The Norwegian scenery, with its mountains and fiords, was very beautiful but the weather was

very cold. At this point, the heater in Gordon’s vehicle had broken down, exposing the crew to the bone-

numbing cold. To compensate, the driver opened a panel between his compartment and the motor and

the other two members of the crew wrapped their sleeping bags around their body. Despite this, the

cold still crept into their bodies. They reported the breakdown over the radio and requested a field

repair. Several days later, a technician arrived to install a new heater. The technician had almost

completed his work when he realized that he had forgotten to bring a piece needed to connect the

heater to the engine. Since there were only two days left on the exercise, the troop commander decided

to send the heater-less Cougar back to base camp to ensure the problem would be resolved before the

vehicle was loaded for the return trip.

At the end of the exercise, the Regiment returned to its bivouac, checked and cleaned its equipment,

and then reloaded it on the naval vessel for transportation back to Canada. Upon its return to Canada,

the troop spent a week or so cleaning and storing their equipment.

Troops preparing to re-embark on plane for Canada
Photo taken from CBC report

Canadian vehicles moving back to port.
Photo taken from CBC report
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Return home and life thereafter

Shortly after the unit returned to Canada, Gordon was released and returned to the RCH and his regular

responsibilities.

After these deployments, Gordon spent a number of years in the Regiment, eventually becoming a

master warrant officer and a squadron sergeant major before retiring from the military in 2010. For

many years, he was also employed in the Military film-making section of Force Mobile Command

headquarters in St-Hubert. Following that, he worked for many years at the security department of

Concordia University, and as a radio announcer for CJLO 1690 AM Radio where he hosted two weekly

shows: The ¨Anatomy of Caribbean Music¨ and ¨World Beat News¨. In 2014, at the CJLO’s Diego Awards

Banquet, the former won the Best New Show Award and the latter won the Lucky Dubie Award.

Gordon ¨Gee¨Weekes hard at work in the CJLO 1690 studios.
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